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Britain’s Prime Minister ignores 
doubts on historic Brexit mission

May seeks to steer Britain out of Europe
LONDON: Theresa May wants to go down in history as
the prime minister who safely steered Britain out of
Europe-a cause she did not believe in when the Brexit ref-
erendum was held. The internal struggles and contradic-
tions of the Oxford-educated daughter of a vicar reflect
those tearing apart her island nation before its March
divorce from the EU. The Financial Times has wondered
whether the 62-year-old could be “Britain’s Angela
Merkel”-the German leader who embodies Europe-while
an op-ed in the Independent condemned her for waging
an “anti-immigrant vendetta”. Her ability to keep intact her
policies and composure through a cascade of crises have
drawn invariable comparisons to the iron will of the late
Margaret Thatcher. It is a doggedness that permeates
May’s entire demeanour-a perceived robotic mannerism
and monotone that earned her the “Maybot” moniker.

‘Goody two shoes’ 
May described herself in a 2012 interview as a “goody

two shoes” whose Protestant faith defined her upbringing.
She listened to cricket matches on the radio with her father
and knew that she wanted to become a politician when she
was just 12. May studied geography and met her husband
Philip at Oxford before joining England’s central bank. The
two never had children and May devoted herself to a life of
public service that saw her become Conservative Party
chairwoman in 2002. May made her first splash by telling
her Tories at an annual conference to stop being “the nasty
party” if they wanted to unseat then-popular Labour
leader Tony Blair. But her 2010-16 stint as Home Secretary
saw May adopt isolationist rhetoric that included a vow to
create “a really hostile environment for illegal migration”.
“In the UK illegally?” asked one advert the Home Office
put on a couple of vans that drove around the country in
2013. “Go home or face arrest.”

‘Too small to cope’ 
Yet May’s own faith in a “great, global” Britain did not

translate into a rejection of the European Union as a
whole. She wanted to retake control of Britain’s laws and
borders while keeping London a magnet of world talent
and financial wealth. May did not campaign for the
“Leave” vote ahead of the 2016 referendum and made
clear on several occasions that Britain benefited from stay-
ing in the world’s largest single market. “Britain is too small
a country to cope outside the European Union,” she said
in an April 2016 address.  May later told a private Goldman
Sachs gathering that “the economic arguments are clear”
for Britain staying in the bloc. “There are definitely things
we can do as members of the European Union that I think
keep us more safe,” she said in remarks that were later
leaked to the press.

‘Brexit means Brexit’ 
But Britons voted to split by a 52-48 margin and

May took over from David Cameron as prime minister
after winning a 2016 leadership contest in which she
proclaimed: “Brexit means Brexit”. It became her
mantra-a gritty determination to bear down and get
the job done no matter the political cost. That job got
immeasurably harder after May made the mistake of
calling a snap June 2017 election that she hoped would
lay to waste domestic opposition to her Brexit plans.
She ended up losing her majority and entering a
forced marriage of convenience with Northern
Ireland’s tiny and fervently anti-EU Democratic
Unionist Party (DUP).

The dysfunctional relationship broke down for good
when the DUP came out against the watered-down Brexit
deal May hopes to push through parliament tomorrow.
May’s attachment to the withdrawal papers she signed

with Brussels is shared by few in London. Pundits are
counting down her days in office and the fate of Brexit
itself is clear to none. It is a political crisis of a generation-
and one that finds May trying to will her Brexit deal over

the line. “This argument has gone on long enough,” she
told hooting and hollering lawmakers during the opening
Brexit debate Tuesday. “It is corrosive to our politics and
life depends on compromise.” — AFP 

What next if
UK MPs reject
Brexit deal?
LONDON: Prime Minister Theresa May
appears likely to lose a historic vote on
the Brexit deal she has struck with EU
leaders in a crucial parliament vote
tomorrow. Defeat in the House of
Commons is almost certain to lead to
either a no-confidence vote from the
opposition or a leadership challenge
from within her own Conservative Party.
Here are some of the most probable
scenarios:

Renegotiate deal 
The prime minister could face

demands to head to Brussels and
attempt to extract concessions before
putting the deal to a second vote by par-
liament. EU leaders have rejected the
prospect of renegotiating the withdrawal
agreement itself but European sources

speaking privately say tweaks in the
accompanying declaration on post-
Brexit ties might be possible. May is
headed to Brussels anyway for a summit
with 27 fellow EU leaders on Thursday
and Friday. “Theresa May is going to
come to the European summit on
December 13 and 14 and ask for a re-
negotiation and the 27 are going to say
no, the texts are agreed,” an informed
European source told AFP on condition
of anonymity. “They are then going to
fall back on a protocol or a clarification
on a point seen as important to then go
back to parliament.”

With MPs having more of a say in the
process, it is possible they could push
for a “plan B”, which would see Britain
adopt a softer Brexit, such as staying in
the EU’s satellite trading bloc the
European Economic Area — the so-
called Norway option. Although being in
the single market would require main-
taining freedom of movement of EU citi-
zens into Britain — a contentious issue
for May and many pro-Brexit voters —
this approach is considered more likely
to command a majority in parliament and
potentially pass a second vote. — AFP

Brexit doubts
grow in Wales 
as crunch 
vote looms
SWANSEA: The 12 stars of the European Union
flag are on proud display across Swansea
University’s new campus. The EU helped finance
the site, along with many other projects in
Wales, which voted in favor of Brexit in 2016 but
is now having doubts as the day approaches.
“We’ve created real jobs. We’ve created jobs
where you have high skills and we’ve been able
to expand the campus,” Pro-Vice-Chancellor
Iwan Davies told AFP on a recent visit. The
spectacular 26-hectare site on the sea is locat-
ed close to the centre of this city of 245,000
people. The EU has financed more than £100
million (112 million euros, $127 million) out of
the total £450 million cost, helping the univer-
sity’s bid to become a centre of excellence. The
project’s economic impact for Wales, which has
some of Britain’s poorest regions, is estimated
at £3.0 billion.

EU funding ‘very important’ 
Swansea University is one of many EU fund-

ing recipients in Wales-from professional train-
ing projects to renewable energy technology
and even a lido restoration and the moderniza-
tion of a motorway. In the 2016 referendum,
however, 52.5 percent in Wales voted to leave
and the financing has only been guaranteed by
the British government up to the end of 2020.

The Welsh government estimates EU funds
for Wales at around £600 million a year for
economic development and farming, on top of
other programs such as the Erasmus student
exchange or Horizon 2020 for research and
innovation. “The funding we’ve had directly
from the European Union has been very impor-
tant to those parts of the Welsh economy that
most need assistance,” said Mark Drakeford,
Cabinet Secretary for Finance in Wales’s semi-
autonomous government. “In the last decade,

European Union programs have helped us cre-
ate 45,000 new jobs in Wales and 13,000 new
businesses,” he told AFP.

‘It’s so complicated’ 
For MPs preparing for a once-in-a-lifetime

vote on whether or not to back Prime Minister
Theresa May’s Brexit deal tomorrow, views in
places like Wales will be paramount. The Welsh
parliament held its own non-binding vote on the
Brexit deal last week, with 57 percent against.
On the streets of Swansea, many residents still
say that they want Britain to be the master of its
own destiny by cutting off ties to the EU.
Others hesitate, however, worried about the
catastrophic scenario of Britain crashing out of
the EU with no agreement in place on March
29, 2019.

A poll by YouGov in November found that a
51-percent majority in Wales would now vote to
stay in the EU. “I did vote to leave but I thought
just for us, to make our own decisions,” said
Julie Matthews, a 56-year-old retail worker.
“But now I’m not sure. I think we’ve got a better
deal staying in the EU,” she said. Philip Griffiths,

who sells plants at Swansea’s indoor market,
said: “I would probably remain because of how
divided Britain is now. It has divided the whole
country. “It’s so complicated. It’s not as easy as
shutting the door and saying goodbye. It’s going
to take time,” the 42-year-old said.

‘We cannot act in isolation’ 
Drakeford said he was concerned about what

would happen beyond 2020 when the British
funding guarantee stops. “That is much less cer-
tain,” he said. “People in Wales who voted to
leave the European Union did so having heard a
promise... that Wales would not be a penny
worse off as a result from leaving the European
Union.” Despite the uncertainty, Davies said
Swansea University was “confident” about its
ability to retain foreign students.But he said the
university was also planning for a possible
“worst case scenario” and would create their
own international student exchange program if
needed. “Whatever happens to Brexit, what we
are concerned about is how we can open our
doors to the world, because we know that we
cannot act in isolation,” Drakeford said. — AFP

Short, sharp
shock of a 
no-deal Brexit
LONDON: A popular London wine merchant
became the latest business last month to start
stockpiling in case Britain splits from the
European Union without a deal in March. The
possibility of Britain breaking off from its main
trading partner without any arrangements in
place will grow if the UK parliament rejects the
draft withdrawal agreement on Tuesday. Doom-
and-gloom predictions about life after a “no-
deal” Brexit are plentiful and highly politically
charged. The truth is no one really knows what
will happen because Britain is the first to leave
the bloc. But here are some things London is
telling Britons to brace for in the first days of a
worst-case scenario pullout.

Rip-off roaming
We check our mobiles incessantly and this is

where people could notice things first. Free
roaming would no longer apply and UK mobile
phone operators can start charging extra for sub-
scribers who pop off to “the Continent”. London
is also urging people in Northern Ireland to
watch out for “inadvertent roaming” when stray-
ing too close to the EU border with Ireland.

Grounded at Heathrow
Heathrow and other big airports can be a

nightmare at the best of times. But planes get-
ting grounded when Brexit strikes at 2300 GMT
on March 29 because airlines lose their licences
would create chaos that ripples across the
world. London says it would “envisage” granting
European carriers special permission to keep
flying - and that it would “expect” the 27 EU
countries to do the same.

Forms, forms, forms 
Prepare to start signing your name. A lot.

Thousands of companies that do business with
Europe would have to fill out reams of customs
and duties declarations. Tourists who want to rent
a car may need to get international driving per-
mits because their UK licences become invalid.
And even pets might need to jump through new
administrative hoops that require them to have
new passports. People might want to check theirs
as well. Those that expire within six months of
travel might need to be renewed in advance.

Drug dilemma
Things turn more serious for those who rely

on medication. Officials are talking to drug com-
panies about creating a six-week “buffer stock”
on top of the three months they already have in
place. This should help cover any short-term
disruptions at the border. Britain will also waive
the need for EU firms to re-test their drugs
under new rules.

Shoppers beware 
That one-click purchase at your favorite

online store might start looking slightly less
tempting. The government says “increased costs
and slower processing times” for payments

made in euros are a possibility. Parcel deliveries
could get more expensive because waivers for
certain import and sales taxes would expire.

Flicks and tunes 
Catching up on the latest Netflix releases

while coasting on a high-speed Eurostar train
may suddenly become a whole lot harder.
Britons could theoretically lose access to
streaming services while abroad — everything
from Spotify to Amazon Prime - because the
UK would no longer be in Europe’s “digital sin-
gle market”. And the Eurostar service itself
might be in trouble because old licenses of UK
train operators in Europe will be invalid.

Meat pies 
Britons are proud of their Stilton cheese and

Scotch whisky. But the status of everything from
Cornish pasties to Melton Mowbray pork pies
will be up in the air because they will lose their
“geographical indication” status in Europe.
Britain’s 86 GI-protected products make up a
quarter all its food and drink exports.

Surprises 
A host of other industries and products could

also be affected. Britain will have to come up
with its own warning stickers for packs of ciga-
rettes because the current ones are protected
by the EU image library. Imported sperm dona-
tions could face delays or stoppages. Caviar
supplies might start running out because Britain
will not be able to trade in goods covered by
European endangered species rules. Also facing
possible disruption: breeders of pedigree British
horses and sheep. — AFP 

LONDON: Protesters hold up placards and Union flags as they attend a pro-Brexit demonstration promoted by
UKIP (United Kingdom Independence Party) in central London yesterday, as the crucial vote on the Brexit deal in
the House of Commons looms.  — AFP

SWANSEA: Work, part-funded by the EU, takes place on the Kingsway in Swansea city centre in
south Wales. The 12 stars of the European Union flag are on proud display across Swansea
University’s new campus. The EU helped finance the site, along with many other projects in Wales,
which voted in favor of Brexit in 2016 but is now having doubts as the day approaches.  — AFP 


